We classify the Bieri-Neumann-Strebel invariant † 1 .G/ for a class of Artin groups with minimal graphs of arbitrary circuit rank.
L D L. / L F as the subgraph obtained from L F after removing the dead edges.
If G is connected, the fundamental group 1 .G / is free of rank n for some n 0. In this case we say that G is an Artin group of circuit rank n. It was shown in [2] that for Artin groups G of circuit rank 1 † 1 .G/ D ¹OE 2 S.G/ j L. / is a connected dominant subgraph of G º:
The case of Artin groups G of circuit rank 2 will be similarly treated in [1] . To prove these results, we use some strategies to reduce the general graph to as few minimal graphs as possible with the same relevant properties. However, even these minimal cases are very hard to work with as the circuit rank of the graph increases. For instance we have treated the case of circuit rank 3 with the full graph on four vertices as underlying graph in [3] , which was only possible by applying major restrictions on the labels.
In this paper we prove the description of † 1 for a class of Artin groups whose underlying graphs are minimal graphs of arbitrary rank. This could be used, together with the techniques we show in [2] , to validate the same description to a much larger class of groups. In fact, we use a special case (n D 3) of this result to prove the circuit rank 2 case in [1] . This result is also a generalization of [2, Theorem 3.2] .
Proposition A. Let G D G.k 1 ; k 2 ; : : : ; k n ; l 2 ; l 3 ; : : : ; l n / be the Artin group with underlying graph
: : :
The proof of Proposition A is quite technical. It is given in section 3, where it is split in many small subsections. By Lemma 1.3, Proposition A is equivalent to "N D ker. / is not finitely generated" and the idea of the proof of Proposition A is to find a quotient of N that is not finitely generated.
Write G for the underlying graph of the group G above. Using Proposition A, we classify † 1 .G/ for the class of groups considered in Proposition A.
Theorem B. Let G D G.k 1 ; k 2 ; : : : ; k n ; l 2 ; l 3 ; : : : ; l n / be an Artin group such that k i ; l i are positive integers and k i > 1 for all i . Then † 1 .G/ D ¹OE 2 S.G/ j L. / is a connected dominant subgraph of G º:
On the †-invariants
In this subsection we discuss several results from †-theory. Let G be a finitely generated group. By definition S.G/ is the set of equivalence classes OE of nonzero real characters W G ! R with respect to the equivalence relation , where 1 2 precisely when there exists a positive real number r such that 1 D r 2 , i.e. OE D R >0 . Thus S.G/ can be identified with the unit sphere S n 1 , where n D dim Q G=G 0˝Z Q. By definition for a finitely generated ZG-module A † m .G; A/ D ¹OE 2 S.G/ j A has type FP m as left ZOEG -moduleº;
where G D ¹g 2 G j .g/ 0º. The homotopical invariant † m .G/ has a more complicated definition. Here we will need only the case m D 1, where the situation is much simpler, since for any finitely generated group G we have
where Z is the trivial ZG-module. For a subset S Â S.G/ we write S c for the complement S.G/ n S . The following result is a monoid version of the fact that a quotient of a finitely generated group is finitely generated.
G be a group epimorphism and let N be a non-trivial
The next result is one of the most important results on †-theory and one of the main motivations of the study of †-invariants. 
Proposition A implies Theorem B
Note that by [11] if G is an Artin group with underlying graph G and
If the restriction of on all the vertices is non-zero and there is not a dead edge, then L. / D G , so trivially L. / is a connected dominant subgraph of G and hence OE 2 † 1 .G/. If the restriction of on all the vertices is non-zero and there is a dead edge, then
In this case by Proposition A we have that OE … † 1 .G/.
It remains to consider the following cases:
Recall that as stated above by [11] if L. / is a connected dominant subgraph of G , then OE 2 † 1 .G/. By the last two paragraphs if L. / is not a connected dominant subgraph of G , then either D or D , where is the character considered in Proposition A. Then Lemma 1.3 completes the proof.
The proof of Proposition A
The proof of Proposition A is quite technical and is split in several subsections.
An infinite presentation for N D ker. /
By definition G has a presentation G D hu; u 1 ; u 2 ; : : : ; u n j .
.uu 2 / k 2 D .u 2 u/ k 2 ; : : : ;
.uu n / k n D .u n u/ k n ;
.u 1 u 3 / l 3 u 1 D .u 3 u 1 / l 3 u 3 ; : : : ;
.u 1 u n / l n u 1 D .u n u 1 / l n u n i:
there is an epimorphism of groups W G.k 1 ; k 2 ; : : : ; k n ; l 2 ; l 3 ; : : : ; l n / ! G. Q k 1 ; Q k 2 ; : : : ; Q k n ; l 2 ; l 3 ; : : : ; l n / induced by the identity on the vertices. Then, by Lemma 1.1, to prove Proposition A we can work with the groups G. Q k 1 ; Q k 2 ; : : : ; Q k n ; l 2 ; l 3 ; : : : ; l n / instead of G.k 1 ; k 2 ; : : : ; k n ; l 2 ; l 3 ; : : : ; l n /, i.e. substitute k i with Q k i . Thus we can assume that k i is prime for all i . For a technical reason, if the original k i is not a power of 2, we choose the new k i as a prime factor other than 2.
By Lemma 1.3, it is enough to prove that N WD ker. / is not finitely generated. Suppose that N is finitely generated. Our strategy will be to find a finite sequence of quotients of N in such a way that the last one is not finitely generated, leading to a contradiction. Define which are generators of N as a subgroup of G. We will also use the notation y j WD x j;1 :
Conjugating by powers of u, we can rewrite the relations of G in the following way: For i D 1; 2; : : : ; n,
For i D 2; 3; : : : ; n,
x j 3;i y j 2 x j 1;i y j for all j 2 Z:
Therefore N has the following infinite presentation:
3.2 A special quotient N of N Define the following quotient of N :
x k i j;i D 1; 1 Ä i Ä n; j 2 Z; by (3.1). Define the groups K i WD hx 0;i ; x 1;i ; : : : ; x 2l i 1;i j x k i j;i D 1; j D 0; 1; : : : ; 2l i 1i
Note that by (3.2) ¹x j;i º j 2Z may be seen as a subset of M i for each i D 2; : : : ; n. So we can think of N as a quotient of M . As a quotient of N , we have that N is also finitely generated.
A technical lemma
By (3.2) we can define elements ¹x j;i º j 2Z M i . The following is a technical Lemma about these elements.
Lemma 3.1. For each 2 Ä i Ä n and for all j 2 Z, there are unique Q x j;i 2 K i and v j;
Note that if j D 0; 1; : : :
and v j;i y 1
Proof. Choose 2 Ä i Ä n. The first part is an easy consequence of the normal form theorem for free products. We obtain (3.3) by applying conjugations on (3.2) and then using the uniqueness of the first part. Suppose j 2l i . To ease notation, let k;i be the product in K i of the last k factors of the right side of (3.3), so Q x j;i D 2l i ;i . Substituting x k;i D Q x k;i v k;i in (3.2) and conjugating the factors, from right to left, in such a way that we move the Q x k;i to the left, we obtain Then the uniqueness of the decomposition gives us the desired result for j 2l i .
K. Almeida
For j < 0 we use a similar argument. Translating the indexes in (3.3) from j to j C 2l i and reorganizing the equation we obtain
By doing the same to (3.2), we obtain
To ease notation, consider 0 k;i as being the product in K i of the last k factors on the right side of (3.4), so Q x j;i D 0 2l 1 ;i : Then substituting x k;i D Q x k;i v k;i in (3.5) and conjugating the factors, from the right to the left, in such a way that we move the Q x k;i to the left, we obtain The result then follows from the uniqueness of the decomposition.
The epimorphism Â
We will now define an epimorphism of groups
such that Â jK D Id K and such that Â projects each K i onto Z k i . To do that, for each 2 Ä i Ä n define Â as follows:
By the first part of Lemma 3.1, we have
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and so Â.x j C4l i C2;i / D Â.x j;i /; j 2 Z:
By using the decomposition x k;i D Q x k;i v k;i , we obtain
Then, by (3.6), Â. Q x j;i / is a generator of Z k i for all j 2 Z. So, possibly after a permutation of exponents ¹x k i 1 i ; x k i 2 i ; : : : ; x 2 i ; x i ; 1º we have
Note that this is the only case for which Â. Q x j;i / D e A .
One commutative diagram and the group B
Consider the canonical projection ı W A A h¹Â.x j;i / k i º j 2Z;2Äi Än i A DW A and the following commutative diagram of group homomorphisms:
where Â is induced by Â. Note that since N is finitely generated, A is finitely generated. Note also that K A is a finite index subgroup of A, since
Since x is a generator of Z k 1 and z is a generator of Z k 3 as groups, it follows that ZOED ' ZOEx˙1; z˙1:
As x i is a generator of Z k i for each 2 Ä i Ä n, we have Z k 1 OED ' Z k 1 OEx˙1 2 ; x˙1 3 ; : : : ; x˙1 n as a Z k 1 -algebra.
The abelianization B ab of B
Consider the abelianization B ab of B. The Z-module B ab is finitely generated, because B is a finitely generated group. We will think of B ab as a ZOED-module, generated by the classes of e j WD ıÂ.y j /;
where the action (denoted by ı) of D ' A=B is induced by conjugation (denoted by ı). Define p k .a/ WD 1 C a C C a k 2 C a k 1 and O x j;i ; O e j ; O v j;i as being the images in B ab of ıÂ. Q x j;i /; e j ; ıÂ.v j;i /, respectively. By (3.7) we have that, as Z k 1 OED-modules, B ab ' L j 2Z e j .Z k 1 OEx˙1 2 ; x˙1 3 ; : : : ; x˙1 n / I C I 0 ;
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and I 0 is the Z k 1 OED-submodule generated by
A contradiction: B ab is not finitely generated
Without loss of generality, suppose the elements of ¹k i º 2Äi Än which are powers of 2 are
By ( Now define the Z k 1 -algebra
Z k 1 OEx mC2 ; x mC3 ; : : : ; x n .¹p k i .x i /º mC2Äi Än / ; (3.11) so that x j n n º 0Äj i Äk i 2;2Äi Än i: 
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As E s Ä W for each s > 0, it follows that W is infinite dimensional, which is a contradiction.
